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ZPAXOS: Key features
ZPaxos is a state machine replication protocol which attempts to solve the single 
leader bottleneck issue and to support BFT with minimum number of  replicas

It is a state machine replication protocol based on features of both EPaxos[1] and 
XPaxos[2]

It achieves consensus in a single round in a non faulty situation with a leaderless 
synchronous core group 

ZPaxos has both improved throughput and latency under both CFT and BFT 
conditions compared to EPaxos[1]

ZPaxos is based on a single system model to support both CFT and BFT as in 
XPaxos[2]



ZPAXOS: Architecture
The replicated state machine comprises a total of 2f +1 replicas;

Out of which the synchronous core group consists of f+1 replicas

Two protocols:

Basic Protocol : PRE_ACCEPT and COMMIT phases

Fault Detection and Recovery Protocol : SUSPECT and 
ADD_TO_SYNCH_GROUP phases



ZPAXOS: Assumptions
The leaderless core group becomes eventually synchronous

Crash failures are fail-stop only

Every replica of the leaderless synchronous group is eventually correct

There can be at most one faulty CFT or BFT node in the synchronous core group 
in each protocol round

Only the replicas in the synchronous group accept requests from clients



ZPAXOS: A comparison with EPAXOS[1] and   
XPAXOS[2]



ZPAXOS: Other related work 
A Leaderless Byzantine Consensus Algorithm[1]:

deterministic, leaderless, partially synchronous, total of 3f+1 replicas

Leaderless Byzantine Paxos[2]:

deterministic, leaderless but with a virtual leader, synchronous, total of 3f+1 
replicas



ZPAXOS: Basic Protocol vs XPAXOS[1]

Fig. 1.1 XPaxos Consensus flow where n=5 and f=2

Source: XFT: Practical Fault Tolerance beyond Crashes[1]



ZPAXOS: Basic Protocol vs EPAXOS[1]

Fig. 1.2 EPaxos Consensus flow where n=5 and f=2

Source: There Is More Consensus in Egalitarian Parliaments[1]



ZPAXOS: Fault Detection and Recovery 
Protocol



ZPAXOS: Evaluation
Proposed system was run on a Google Compute Engine service with the below 
configuration:

A VM instance with machine type e2-medium (2 vCPUs, 4 GB memory), Debian 
OS; Each replica had own replicated key-value data store

Tests were done on systems having replicas of 3, 5, 7, and 9 for both EPaxos and 
ZPaxos respectively; The HTTP Benchmark tool wrk was used to generate a 
sufficient load for write operations

Three test cases were considered: no failures, fail-stop failures and byzantine 
failures



ZPAXOS: Throughput & Latency



ZPAXOS: BFT



ZPAXOS: In the context of PAXOS variants

Fig. 8. A Taxonomy of consensus models



ZPAXOS: Future directions
Addressing other failure models such as fail recovery

Handling more than one failure in a consensus round

Can randomization help fast convergence?



ZPAXOS: Q & A
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